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it's a very good package. it has all the airports from the original rex airports and some new ones. also it has the new buildings (including the new interior ones), and new vehicles. this is a very good package for fsx, and i think it's a must have for those who love airports. if you don't have this product, i recommend you to buy it. -jeremy van der steen why is this important for? it is important because rex worldwide airports hd provides a more realistic airport environment. within rex worldwide airports hd we have replaced the default textures with extremely detailed textures and have created numerous textures for the vegetation. this makes the airport
more realistic. all textures within rex worldwide airports hd are individually created and added to the airport environment. these textures are also named to be easy to find for future updates. rex worldwide airports hd also has textures for some of the features that are not included in the default airport environment. we have also created textures for the runways, taxiways, various types of landing gear, various types of vehicles and parking spaces. rex worldwide airports hd also includes photos for the runway striping and parking lot markings. the types of weather and lighting effects are also included for a more realistic environment. we have also added

grass and trees to the airport environment. the goal with rex worldwide airports hd is to provide a more realistic airport environment. please support us with your donation! this is the best release of this product to date! i just downloaded it and it is already included in my account. everything has been improved and the interface is super easy to use. if you already have rex worldwide airports on your account, everything will just work out of the box. i do have to give a shoutout to raul daumont for creating such a great product. thank you so much raul! -calvin duralde
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each of the airports has a set of images depicting the airport from several different angles (as seen above). you can use the position and size of the images to place them just where you want them in your fsx environment. at a glance, the product looks like a simple app that will let you add a few more airports to your list. however, it is more than that. from the quick
start screen, the user is presented with a list of all the airports that can be added to the default airport list. this includes the airports that you can add through the desktop interface, and others that are accessible through a web interface. the airports that are available through the desktop interface are listed under the name of the airport that is listed in the default

airport list. the airports that are only available through the web interface are listed under the name of the airport with a yellow icon. these are the airports that are not only accessible through the desktop interface, but they will also be listed in the default airport list. in addition to the airport information, the user will be given the option to either save the airport to a pre-
defined list, or to create a custom airport list. you can run the program and play any of the default airports from the main menu or go to airport page and you will see all the choices to add airports and themes. simply choose the airports you want to add and then choose the theme of your choice. at this point you can save the airports to your computer or use them

immediately. you can go back to the main menu and view all the choices you have made and re-order them as you see fit. the airport themes will appear under the themes section and will be accessible from the main menu. there are many choices on the themes page and you will see an example of each theme under the description. the airport textures for the themes
are located within the game files for each theme and can be downloaded for free. all the airport textures are compatible with fsx and fs2004, so you can use them in any of your favorite flight simulators. 5ec8ef588b
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